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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES
In his diaries Samuel Pepys often writes about visiting the theatre to see the latest play. Following the
restoration, playwrights such as Ben Johnson, Christopher Marlowe and John Dryden were able to get
plays performed under the patronage of Charles the Second. Many plays written then and since have
been long forgotten, in many cases quite deservedly so.
During Regency and Victorian times plays were long, comprising four acts plus, quite often, a prologue
and epilogue. People didn’t have the same range of pastimes as we do today. Today we consume more
and more plays: for theatre to survive we must embrace new plays or it will die.
Our play selection committee have, over the last few years, chosen some excellent new plays and combined them with some classics. It is a difficult task as some plays cannot be cast because of too many actors required or too complicated staging. I thank each member of the play selection for their hard work
in producing a balanced programme with something for everyone.
Ian Bowden.

PLAY NO. 4: Veronica’s Room
Veronica's Room is a play by Ira Levin (an author best known for Rosemary's Baby), originally staged in 1973, and first presented by us in May
1993. In the play a young woman, out on a date with a man she has just
met, is stopped by an elderly couple and asked to do an unusual favour
for them. Are these kindly, soft-spoken people the gentle, caring folk
they seem to be, or is something sinister going on? You can bet your
bottom dollar there’s dirt under the carpet, not to mention skeletons in
the closet – in Veronica’s Room.
This chiller-thriller is directed by John Chidgey (director of last season’s
The Importance of Being Earnest) and we welcome back two actors
you have seen before and two who are new to our stage. Be warned—
you’ll be on the edge of your seat as this heart-stopping story unfolds.

Manchester and Salford Film Society—Season 2015/2016
APRIL 2

Ida

Pawel Pawlikoski

POL

2013

82m

Anna, a young novitiate nun in 1960s Poland, is on the verge of taking her vows when she discovers a
dark family secret dating back to the years of the Nazi occupation.

‘Riveting, original and breathtakingly accomplished on every level, Ida would be a masterpiece in any era,
in any country’ Roger Ebert

MAY 7

The Grapes of Wrath

John Ford

USA

1940

129m

A poor Midwestern family is forced off their land. They travel to California, suffering the misfortunes of
the homeless in the Great Depression.
Won Oscar Best Director & Best Supporting Actress, Best Actor 1940Won 17 international awards.
‘One of John Ford’s greatest films, possibly the greatest performance of henry Fonda’s career. A social
document, an historical testimony, a work of cinematic art’ Virgin Film Guide.

Preceded by AGM at 7pm

300 CLUB WINNERS
Well, it's actually only a ‘200 and something ‘ CLUB because not enough people have bought shares in
the scheme. This means that, though we have paid out £300 this draw, the theatre hasn’t made as much
profit as it could. You can still buy shares in the scheme—see Ian Bowden after the show.
£100

Mr and Mrs R Taylor

£50

Mrs J Wooler

Mrs E Lee

£30

Mr and Mrs A Laver

Miss S Sangster

Mrs E Lee

Mr and Mrs D R Sellers

Mr Ian Bowden

Mrs J Spilsbury

£15

£15

Mrs R Donaldson

BOOKING TICKETS BY PHONE.
Many people like to order tickets by phone, but PLEASE use our ‘manned-phone’ service.
Ring us between 7.30pm and 9.30pm on a Mon/Wed/Fri and you can talk to a human being. Recently our answerphone was full with 30 messages—one offering front of house
help, one actually booking seats and 28 blank messages. These were from people who
had rung the theatre, heard the recorded message and just hung up. We are going to
change the message on the system asking people either to leave a message or use the
‘manned-phone’ service. Heaven knows how many ticket orders we are losing at the moment because of all these non-recorded messages.

The Theatre Bar
We have been conscious for a long time that our theatre bar is really too
small for the size of audiences we have for our shows, making it very difficult
for people to purchase drinks, particularly during the interval. One solution is
for people to use our pre-show ordering system, which means that your
drinks will be waiting for you in the bar—no queueing involved.
However, we are considering more drastic measures to improve the system.
One of these means getting more people involved. We are therefore proposing to set up a Bar Committee to oversee all aspects of the management and
operation of the bar.
Our urgent need is for more volunteers to man the bar. This is not a difficult
task but we have a fairly sophisticated electronic till, and training would be
need to learn how to operate it.
If you would be interested in becoming involved in any way, please contact
us—preferably by email on alt.theatre@msn.com - and someone will get back

HELP WITH STAGE WORK
We are now so short of people to help with the building of scenery
for our plays that there is a serious risk that we will not be able produce sets in future and plays may have to be presented in what are
described as curtain sets. The work involved is not particularly difficult—if you can use a screwdriver, paint brush, wallpaper stripper or
similar DIY equipment, you will be fine. Instruction will always be
given. The stage team meet every Mon/Wed/Fri evening from
7.30pm to 10pm. Please feel free to just turn up one evening or
email us in advance on alt.theatre@msn.com.
By the way, this invitation is non-sexist. Men and women welcome.

OUR THIRD PLAY—WHAT THE CRITICS THOUGHT.
We were a little concerned that a few of our audience might be
offended by some of the language in this play, which is why we
put a warning about it on the posters, because by contractual
law we are not allowed to change anything at all in a script without the written permission of the author and publishers. The local paper said:- ’This play, well directed by Malcolm Cooper, is a
masterpiece and the excellent acting boosts an already well
written play’.
The review we received from the Association of Community
Theatre said: ‘quite a play to open a new year with and full
marks for bravery and adventure as well as utter faith in your
director and cast – indeed, everyone involved in any way – in their ability, skill, experience necessary to make this fiendishly difficult play meaningful and memorable for your
audience – because that is exactly what you achieved’.
Our third review came from the Cheshire Theatre Guild, whose Adjudicator said ‘This was
an impressive production, combining the comedy and seriousness superbly. The characters were believable and there was clear evidence of the cast working as an ensemble.

For those of you at home during the day, you may like to tune in to Wythenshawefm92.7, a local radio
station. On Wednesday March 9th, John Chidgey, Director of Veronica’s Room can be heard being interviewed about his theatre life and his production of Veronica’s Room for us.
Do try to tune in and listen—we are sure you will find it fascinating.

CONTACT DETAILS
Should you need to get in touch with us at any time, these are the relevant contact details;
By phone — 0161 928 1113
By email — alt.theatre@msn.com
Ticket sales — ct.tickets@gmail.com
Costume Hire Service —0161 928 1113
Our website — www.alttheatre.org
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